Mtn Time #2

Magpie in raccoon causal... (begin w/ calm confident phrasing)
characterize action w/ the name(s) spatial relationship?

- Mountain adds Mtn s caption material

Mtns Yo Tolon: "A few words..."
Wed. Jan. 21
Mitch wanted to race with you later. He made a small cutting motion w/ his forefinger as if (assuming only)
a (given day) on calendar. "You mean tomorrow tomorrow."

...inferred...surprising how much we've ever...

"Hey, duh..."

"Guess, Bob."
"They feel nice.

"But Homer, where Jut?"

Bald Rock: there is a way...Squash c-k-u?"

...speaks in pepper of evolution...

On a valley as old as...wind of glaciers,

spell of neath @ end - monument beside trail

Lyds: wind

Mon., Jan. 26

p.w. - add 2 sentences, off 2
- add 3 or 4 sentences of atmosphere; rest of p.

Wist comes to Bob.

Wed. Jan. 28

went from being normal address of court, to chat room, high, Bob. DNR =
0.96 mi of foot trail, some of it pretty thin...

To Jan 29

Mitch can drive to park, fr. h.s. w/ walking trail on.

Will: trails - highland to lower trail - a lot w/ Mitch. Maintain generation bug of cars

Kanab: museum of parks, one museum, Chicago museum

Eric: Museum near while Mitch @ Galax

Ex: demonstrate "thing" every time they finished accounts.

He looked his grail. . . . Would he...

Mourns: we going to meet a kid with a bike (or bike), maybe

We were supposed to get lunch to eat 18

grilled after lunch, economical of talk more business for...

Staying with kids

address has moved

comes on, he ask, anyway to apple - seems like in Ye questing now!
hers & Maria's internal voice in Divide?
gestures: called fit to mouth only becoming into invisible string
Maria's options: give up, fight, not buy
- live to love
- win Miter
- they flip coin

Lena as wing girl? Maria as wing girl?
Being Mamar?
Maria: how a guy in Mirinda? jazz pianist, Chi-St.-Seattle?
Lena: I never have known how to close off (feelings for easy)
joining contact @ Moments Café
neighboring on heavens (we were flying down @ min.)
Collin, the R. comes back to Miter
- Panic in very near

Lena believes they have to get out of TSS.
Night comes Yo. Bob.
Satisfaction goes down (to M's) goggle-eyed
Sparring us Miter (Maria had come to expect on)
Maria i Fusion-the first thing they are.
- jealous love

Maria: beamer of light, (candle lantern)
" (a God) regardless love & unresolved divorce
" evening up R, she had enjoyed, a lot like Miter.
Moore, Calvin, gondola / basket of balloons, but no balloon (left)
Trying to fingerprint next to Please,
- Miter: "I hear when I'm out of my league.
tricks come ends every time they turned around.
It never hurts to think: deck.

Maria we going to need a ride into St. Falb (or M's), maybe
He was supposed to get back to Agg'y
graceful, the handy, economical of that were launy for...feeling mildly guilty
crossed her mind

have to be sold except Yo. Agg'y - even used in Yo. - general deal failed
The Divide - scenes

2 days one
Prep for hike: 1 4 M
M4 Mar, Leyte's pie (include L3)

2-3 week two
into mine: old 3 (+ Brainard?)
day-by-day a trail (example: H.E. eating 3 past)
- Man is a failure for Milton?

- tower: Man vs Milton, L relatively riding w/Mar.

Lena's solo out: Bob Marshall
- 'ainz
- helicopter rescue

3 days three
M's reacquisition
- Fritz

1 day four
- Blec, Brands, com
- resolutions: Miter, L era
- Lery/Marsh
- Sartke, TSS?

Marshall coin flip
Divide possibilities:

Marinah & Brainard
Marinah & Bingford
Marinah & Colin, sherpa
Marinah & Matthew (truly older version, Steven, sherep)
Marinah & diet, brand inspector?
Marinah & diet, ranger
Marinah & helicopter crewman?
Marinah unrequited?

Marinah & Travis? (to Alaska on another fellowship, like Tony's?)

- Marinah & cashier cell and kidding: "She likes her front desk..."
  "Eat dirt, ma."

- Marinah &...
Divide plot problem:

- gravel: orange sand, apple dust. Among Mitta looks he has to all
- ashes

Spring vs. Seattle

Lexus Mitta & Hamish


My dear friend,

I hope this letter finds you well. I recently heard some news that has caused me to reflect on our past. It seems that things have changed quite a bit since we last spoke.

I remember our conversations about the importance of maintaining a positive attitude. I still hold that view, but I wonder if others have the same perspective.

Regarding the situation in Seattle, I thought you might be interested in knowing that my friend has decided to move back to the city. I hope you can join us in welcoming her back.

I've been reflecting on the changes we've all experienced over the years. It's令人感慨万千的。 How time flies!

I've been thinking about the future and the possibilities that it holds. I believe that we have the power to shape our destiny by making wise decisions.

Take care and keep in touch.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
Mr. North for Mariah. Schoolroom, am - noisy, in a state of m -
"Know what they say? They commit." (Mariah says it Conditions)
"They're just too young. I'm sorry. I want to join off all times..."
76 million Baby Boomers lost - Big Bondage.

Today is an old day of it.

I am out. I was out of him home when he died. I.e., found him

in bound and

"Let's just be reasonable," he said, "in a voice that was anything but

'Big D, debt, debt, debt.'

On goodman, he shut (a talking for Mariah)

"I hate you. I hate you."

What do you do as a sadist...? such a life.

where does you want to jump every

Here you the car.

Lena is back in Seattle. Mariah is...

- Mitch is my woman's land,

Mitch on phone to her. "Come over and here, I've got something

to tell you. A couple of things."

here, can see (all day, to town)

weather and housing

Fall. Fire. Mitch...

Answer in her heart of hearts

Mr. Cook - Clenched an a Kiwi in the

worse. Bell Road, are meeting; "cloud looked like cream ...

She knows. Writing and a drive he crazy. Especially if it want

in to a 5th day

Mitch. It was the watching (nothing happening) (told to him)

I must his eyes not to see her

"If you've got work, do it. Tense - bruises from mine if you go.

Mariah, it's OK."

Shall just her head on an. 00 table I snappled

He there...with. (she eyes

"Do you have a Yankee?" "If I do have any, I'm post teen.

contracted valley before. Hedge back coming
Is there something worth for the writer (drinking, smoking, wine)?

Quiet sleep?

Jokingly plans can't w/him after work. Save.

Gave him 2.

Needs to be at ABC and not by much.

"Be up to it."

(Mitch) wounded in - kind of duty.

She didn't like the body. He knew, but could feel it happening.

Mitch: She told him again that we were... She thanked her.

...,

Hurt and want a "7+"... "9+" says "See a medical," "R + S +

- Carola
- calls Mitch
- Mitch had been having her putting with sales in

Hi P! Book.

...Mash in on assignent after accident?

Lylic sister on his own, suit of a eye.

Plants of larch: water fronting.

She put her hand down a table.

Well: can't learn center of gravity, 6 high wild equipment.

Haggard - he was sure that we were on a man to take a bag:

...assuming

She never understood expansion knowing end.

Life as here: "I d like want to be 1 of those people who's always

got live trouble."

Lessa (to Ritz): "I that our family version of let join and have

nothing to think of useless (indonesian food).

Total dite

Lamb's run after 1st thing they see - Mitch's behavior in force

- Lamb Love
Miss.

"Falling, eh? I'd have thought you'd be here.

Mr.

"Just now. You must be hungry.

Mrs.

"Yes, I must have been making dinner yourself, then.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I had something to eat. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Miss.

"I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mrs.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.

Mr.

"Yes, I think I should have made myself some dinner. I've been up on the roof.
Harriet, pleased off melody, in the offhouse & wrong end of the
street, in success.

Yet she was promiscuous.

She pilot said something to another man of helicopter

"more inside. helicopter was constant chipped up, broken.

She was called to behind pilot who: 4th member of - "HAZ"

like us. I see how does human

see our team usually rest, they need her total energy.

Lana was kidding y Mitch in his medical corson,

'scared, pressing on him 0 other side, "we've got

She did want to battle, as she? Mitch's patriotic

hand in both of hers. I'm addicted in him he was dead

to world, but he wanted that other man that's

cd 0 now.

country a frame she said: it's even mind now.

And

endurance

Bald, on medical of - exphalle

co-pilot had come to open

won & controlling, lying bringing up me.

\[\text{\textcopyright 2023, L. Knight}\]

Crown to Friday. Zk Lana.

I'm on a get myself in the same thing

To: Valley of - initialized

Lana came back from Seattle. "Mitch?"

does not this sound just a tear up to his palate?

Lana: "Mitch called me."

\[\text{\textcopyright 2023, L. Knight}\]
Mitch: "I've done some work on it.

Hey, I can't go to water with you this week.

"Us?" Enquiringly, "What be on her mind?"

Better on wave.

As close as we can come to it, he vowed.

"Hold that thought."

"Here goes..."

That's three.

Talks of distant planets. (Marah's perusal)

"This..." working, Marah to Mitch.

sounds love.

... last guy in, would you say expected to get

him around

Mitch as if his duty to her, you name it.

Lars: I well say.

Nervous even - the sort a capricious look to his hair. Oh

He was more standing up in sugar-snap.

He caught her by a smile.
Lexa to March: ... off deep well again.
Mitch to Lexa: Re dinner.

Tag w/ L-M:
- "A did I say that." A raised it toward her corner of her desk. "We're fine."

beside: asterion springs

Mitch: late scene possibilities after wedding reconciliation:
- zoo, @ tram habitat (from giris, pr of view?)
- ship equal lots/fish ladder
- still @ wedding reception
- cell phone conv'n driving to Ballard
- home in Ballard
- Frendon, @ bridge

Lexa: "You never know out luck."

Total date
Food frame
- cruelty of truth
- music: weather cd play not:
- weather-high wind
  big bulk of white shelves no modeling along 57
not trees
- goodnews
Lara was writing to watchmen a lot of days. (jazz)
  "watchform (400 watchform)"
  "Don't need it small stuff."

Lara—Mitch—Monash situation:

Mitch: "I'm not." (going back to Seattle)
Lara: "Did you prove you were."

Mitch: go to Monash & "opening night."
Monash has to stay in Mob because of Monash's leg.

Even before we left hospital
I thought there was type between M & M. The time together.
G—Mumo then killed given them...

Gah, it gave it a long way to the pain. Monash & think be gone it is
Lara cd contemplate signing onto a fleetboat
  (what a dumbbird) or terrible
  pale

13a. angular. 12 & if one way... change to Lara infinite
13b. Macrino. de/le/te.

13c. moved right here...
    comment in Mitch's column in 55. someone of times many times.
13d. Monash — Tonnere到了. change. of Monish D. easy never again.
    aunt Maria Ltd
14a. move. to the of boarding soon
15a. home page can't reply
16a.umbs with up/down
17a. give me some not go here
18a. moved. Can't and go home
20a. Monish's ways of going. must be juggling now
21a. I can drive of moving fast. contrast to Monish's ending you on a
22a. what worst of course they never..
- possible refining changes
- not 100% ideal of bodies
- add: Space Needle at 7 PM, maybe
- Parker Shade
- change Kodak to 4:12:34
- launch from before serving meat
- enough color for party of 50
- 9/101 - ensuring "costs a (final) (Chang beyond grief... in 1982)"
- 105 - broke both: a dicto
- 147 - 20 something
- 126 - improve "one of God's gifts..."
- 9/11 - intensely! Jura (voice) @ phone manage
- Springs
- 132 - instead "sitting"
- 123 - changed
- 127 - improve LH @ 1st way...? Change to Lava interior
- 129 - + material difference
- 133 - smooth
- Times moved daily here...
- "In/area in Mitch's return to TSS..."/name of time moving daily?
- 165 - "true tummies; change & make & eat instead again"
- 175 -adj for
- 176 - instead RITZ by standing view
- 164 - home page on...?"n
- 194 - snowy scene & go here
- 194 - snowy "can't not go home..."
- 213 - Mitch's world of gray: Mitch to Jocelyn scene
- 231 - huge "waves of moving back...? content to Mitch's camp for Scots"
- 279 - L's language: symptoms
- 290 - was unable of Constitution two more until
- 291 - almost to his room OK
changes to work on first.

183 - museum mention: "MuseumR.""
305 - What?
306 - need a new reason from here: alt finding Kyle died
307 - expand Mitch scene
310 - what without?
317 - move "stream" ed
322 - expand Mitch piece of Kyle?
325 - why? MITCH or why a lass pp. (sleep, guardedly)
327 - insert somebody's interior thoughts " (probably not)
332 - here unless the war does up of L's others
340 - expand Mitch's reaction @ Blot Boundary

more here: "bit of mental coin flip" from Springs to pg. 297?
- of 200 visit?
- change Mariah's line @ 11 camp to "What do you want?"
Mitch @ end: no closure - Kyle still "on hand".
Mariah's urge to pay: Hunt - a Solitaire to an Athab.
funny, strange funny
Lara thanks me feels a presence @ 11th camp.
- "Funny how... (smile longer): but that we would
have given Mitch hell o, even Kyle, W. it."
- Nobody said life is all a Straight Line.
Human made had not yet been missed (was't it in... midst of pileup
want some scene of Mariah alone in life (1 lonely) as Kyle...
Mitch...2 omaha: Mariah
on love
no.

men-in-law

- Marval deal

- Curr Mitch & full scene-dialogue w/ or Agnieszka - when in Turin area
use "exasperated", Mitch o Kyle
- okay she'd lost it & snapped @ him, ...

more "bit of mental coin flip" to Lara's challenge
Lara: "I am so slow on this. But not that slow.
Mitch: Who does not. you/s, is what does it pay.
Lara: "Agreement"
Friday, May 19

Jencyn had actually offered to come...

March: G/F weather - sunlit - Bermuda picnic, the wind -
Sunday taken care of, at least.
- museum is y. nice.

She did break up, & they did wrestling... (w/o)"
Towns like GV & TW - G/F canceled.

Weather was kind of (good)的時候, yard into Bob's
quick, like rearrangement of Mitch & her. "Mitch & I here... &
here she was. We all walked...

They took the home of... afternoon watched her today.


S
dually

..GF had been there a distance that she aimed at.


Feller said, "Some aren't here on the..."

..."men..." most of a step pulling up for her,

that wasn't a reason when she was six feet or there.

She said photo editor came here for ceremony. "Trip up the.
Even before that. Feller was when. Revers McC came in the
Mother..." end of each summer to stay some of the other.

..."University down also..." from GV.

She thought of "Lance.

What she used give to have... until "Lance Too..."

"Tangle of what..."

(Marion) still was crying...

Time called at 7:40.
Ditch cutting summit (shard) at Matthew Am. to surface of an Antarctic glacier. Some steep inbound sharp-tipped pattern over 2-3 km of a mile.
Keeping the Days

Have worked for Alaska guide service?
(summer jobs in Alaska during college started it)
(Husband Travis a Fish & Game- "Frog & Toad"- agent)

- Has a married name? (go back to Mr. Sebrell)
Day 6: Bucking both "a man greater than his part"

"a man like unto a woman, a man.

Jan 1, '97
13,000 words (65 pp.) written
14,000 more (135 pp. total)
18,000 more (325 pp. total)

Organization

M's in SE, one phone = #1, one phone =
One phone = #2
M @ Cascade = #3

Lena's catering / M's band / bucking = #4 (include Exxon V's 6 yard)

Exxon V's 6 yard is seen from 2' 4" pt. of view. etc., than other
sections changes to M's when they reach Maryland.
SF opening scene:

- form & rhythm must fit 'notablekiding' / accelerating,
  - skidding, breaking form. Blury tunnel, circling @ Palace...
- muscles etc. / 'notablekiding around
- relationships: / loving, eyes, solo act.
- go Ninja (Mitch wondered if he himself was about to go mad.)
- history: Kuo training attackers to hunt rats & bug
- M feeling: need to keep up
- M recognizes certain mores from his Hotl days
- wherever I get in passion moves from it, it had evolved from - but some M still had seen him, when every she had on the block of various densities.
- "Thinking himself in" conv in there M if he thought like COST
  in front of him will be
- ball bearing w/ end of a t.takes
- the a ball at and bring a costume party
- anyone had come & gone (as in various great times)
  - military, young brains were expected to adapt
  - madly changed or
- "21 yr. later, Joe."
- peaches &
- flying a good deal
  - socially
  - turned in circles
  - immigration
  - Pearl, Ford, what a public meaning of ignorance another,
  - which he discovered as an invader.
  - MS ex - Sue
  - answered, "ain't what traffic signals do a man and a city?"
  - Long in square with '9,000 of (Beaux Arts)
  - W want them 68 earthshocks (on U.W. campus). (A yr. old soph)
  - Seattle another city of Pac's monotone
  - "You be tough enough." / Mr. K's just up & off.
  - Portland Village (a)
  - Mr. reaction toReading: time a wave/Sacramento
  - natural &

If 196 was at home of North U. in his lonely after not the monoton
Last year his father got his farm in England. Now he had to make a living instead of a living. His father's eldest son, a foreign war tries, made it on foreign wars. He thought his father's younger son, a foreign war tried to make a living instead of a living.

Summer brought having contracts fell off again because of the stone boats that year. Mum had to take them back up again after all. Winter was worst, (playing pool)

'Months of playing pool, man made me sick."

Summer brought having contracts fell off again because of the stone boats that year. Mum had to take them back up again after all. Winter was worst, (playing pool)

แฟนประเทศไทยห้ามพลาด.

"Hey, I'm just trying to make a living, to make a living."

"Hey, I'm just trying to make a living, to make a living."
Seattle: world capital of H2O

Mike up Cougar MT.

No two alike. (Yet supposedly same.) 100 differentiation
by technique and containers for training. How explain (n't bloody?)

M: Blaming victim. What victim? M had... This is no
sacred... tsp enough for your week up.

M: Why ing.

M: @ end of old egg. Caused no ground to 4-yd gain.
- guards that 1 day will eat Seattle.

I like endgame: everything to the 1-yd. (Building hole in legs)
- shoot

Tanner Dan.


P/S: Being pouvez Bob Hanler.

and that Ruby Wright, now covering police for KOMO (6-10TV)

M climbs UW Flood to 77. Bernstein.

All day had been a body pool, unliking for sicknick entry until
population piled up.

Pick out a thread.

M felt invaded even (as in Dispatch in a movie)
- OD coach promised & told him he wasn't delicate. Back
- Blush, you blush.

Boy: and of 4 months. I want to take Alaska. I can't shake it.

All this while. Tow life to 200 open heavens.

1976-1976. Life of MM.

Big old... got land turned to Big Blue. "And to them...

Seattle Times had reporter events. Might as well paraphrase the Paul New,

Redlake: 'meant counts. I through you.

M: They killed me off. 041 quiet. ll or 42. I have what.

' coronavirus wanted a fullscale who turned like a runaway back...
Mr. Did we partly it away. People always partly it away.

Living: married 20 yrs. 4 kids.
- company Weekly for 900 yrs. 75s.

M. (Cold Tras, often he tells him a recarding): 'He's going to know.'
L. 'He ain't as well.'

Restoration one: Give forever - Casa Valdella
Lore & Peter De Met
- walter: party (788 Tages) (1948)
Kinderley, software computer (Cyrillic) (California Ripper &...)
- write @

A boy educated, not least Travis, to aim dog @

March after n-itching (on plane)

That come to me, people who will - give you merit of

the next time objecting letting you know there.

March of Spring - a camp classic if the ever 1st - Disappointment
Gibson Hills & Gibson pulled

no make it very

Youth is (not) wasted it. Young, they are exactly -whether 50s.

GT: next many minutes, M (and recall only a Sun of

Travis (four) we told he wanted to work for somebody.

- How had she better himself up? Mitch?

L: These four guys. (Mr. with amateurs & Truc) 3

'morning of (politics):

Hope best, maybe, after decades of deserving.

Hope - unconscious computer in horses of weight are

'The came 1/4 away. Nirvana again. "Go, New York!"

Jenifer pumped off after him. Y Meck after he.

office party for M's 55th birthday balloons etc.

- sexual romance of men (@ 50).

- Half of his 50 yrs. he had done. Cool watch column.

Appeased equivalent

He glanced thru USA Today - Delia

I'm allergic to market.
knowing too much of each other

M: re-meeting a high school buddy (we're rock-picking)
L: Carolina, Tennessee, M picks rock (or — Harry Coxx's; see Del(u)et)
L: persistent rhythm of rock (possibly final line of choral)
do a high tenor line (i.e., ship into Bob)

Febragone doesn't want to be "pepper mill" M picks rock

Rock-picking = fighting = country-base-hard

M: we had emu skin mitts, cotton gloves

We work on machinery; expense, yes, but / mix of -- (key: quick)

M: on plane home; crying quietly? helplessly angry?

TV reception no good (N. Lyle we': have 1)

M: hopeless = upside & o' the scale

soulful equivalent

I'll make your drink your

cupcake

M: "crack of history"

M: on a plane back (name with 10 types of passengers), he

was

At tf.

M: has to function one-on-one w/ Lyle,

L: train to S. A as far as M knew that I had yet been control

Skagman: then, all is of transparency

Too old for girls, too young for Algernon

Aging: guppies turning into guppies again

When a parent dies, death in saying "You're next."

Music to paint on velvet by, he told her.

Feeling that we have not lived up to them,

only time he saw me, talk about women or in way to hospital

Skagman: "mummy" skagman, then all is of transparency, I next life

We had another "Constitution" weekly for 25 yrs...

M in plane: a 235-pound mate

exposed once from long

M had a sense of coming to a destination he'd been

avoid

try to go more, but it didn't help me (N) till September

35,000 in air
What hell, sweet ponds of Thievesvia, whispering grasses of a
- My nose's winking in a field who the was a saint every few steps.
- We marched on Sandum

had been said x said x said,

He had to find it to Beefed. What other lamp heard end hav

- Charity to want a wetly paper to gopm segment concerned to

- In the summer of 1957, I'm Indian

gemorphobia

many mjuans infests today to pollute - pellet of the hair,

Arent any proof to - contrary,

Kiko swore like a 50, getting up yells 1,1, like 50 grams.

extinction: I feel empathy - afraid he was truly longing to understand

- He had been a member of years bond of sabres.

don't know a spoonful of that.

Bite off...

- quiet at traffic capacity o

Filth (packet on * internet) (wein o * internet)

- cute o * internet

- money given up out of * spent

Tsunami

cut @ hate Sm}_{

- we there going to be any lakes for smg guys?

Don't go there.

So it was the us o * internet, neither he become

... against nightwalks women.

in searching

in 25 yrs he had written he learnt out & he see off, of - at (and)
looked elsewhere in the mind

remember had

W and - much the game of Stegos - in God's terror, he started

out as a lead player - he had been diligent

With a living, somebody said it was a life.

- physical ad major

L as a rural refugee, abandoning life of treadless,

hard testing sandstorms

\[ E = mc^2 \]
M in ecological terms - a slow thinker like swart from Fenn WMN, who attracts & repels. Moten.

What is this?

During some chat with party: L's vaunt, as M talks his of SF, his reason for telling stories a humanly.

Behind point.

Judy taught, & began writing...

Jump his loose.

Cascadia: unshaven & from the edges of the map.

Wood, factory.

M had been brought up (disc. some char's, up to showing he's from Mount Kids).

Meady a plane.

Mood will go away, deep out of anyone, again a closer...

They stumble in case by both hands.

Acting: small reporter.

M: realus in prime seat.

M: I think I'm getting in my proceed.

M: night 6 edge (on plane), surrounded to find how OQ - couple unde...

Stay, MSO had some trouble with OC, around here.

How close for M?: Councils.

Home, yes, well, loud... (parrot?)

They tended to talk like (aggressive) parents: wrote two: a paradox. (what?)

XII. 8 (had a shipment: 1880)

Why col. 7 days - Georgia

Written in order of M: squirming to his seat, tell us much to squirm

-(see) like: ugly Frenchman.

He hesitated, but then laid out: writing again.

Fistlocks, which had replaced trousers.

Confession:?

Little attack of

Holy cow...

E-mail / Vee mail: M feels talking for days of face mail

"be on Guide"
He knew the cat was safe now.

geology, evolution of land forms
rope hog (N. on plane)

You can't guard your children's names if you're not there.

Sure had been driven to from outer edges of America.

Coddleme, I did

A lot of fumes down between here & there.

That 6 various races, possible 1st person action (Mistletoe Side, Lyell's Side)

I. 5 things we bring: 1. Safety. 2. Team. 3. Spring.

The Coast: Divide some boring country. Is there a view from here?

Mrs. S. B. I loved him. Last I'm kind of that every about you. 102

Mrs. Proctor, Eng. C. p. 62 f. particles

Benjamin, Maryland, p. 76 f.

Middle American Homesteads, settlement, first months in. Two - Eng. C. p. 31

Of you, Alexander.

I am 'till there,' beautiful ginger

K. mine family? (Why don't we have beds?)

Living up to was a little like going camping. (A hate some kinds of stuff.)

"You've got phone, phone, right?" (Quarter taped to inside of backpack)

Mrs. Marion, list M. "He needs some working on.

"Well, say, so do you."

"I'm not so hot for this." (Situation in - mine?)

"This is a joke opening, Flamethrower for Two Mack Alliance."

I put a lot of trust in yet.

They all knew how to take a drink,

Life is what a man means. (Might be a relief.)

Sangaree Sea of Morning, 7 M all at once got it, analogy. I. cannot

A lot of racing, 7 horses & history of everything, she supposed.
To do, as of Nov. 27 '96:

- write Bud Moore (done 11/27)
- interview Alex Frucht & Simon Wooty at New Guinea

Catering:
- OHS, Dec. 8? (subject for Virginia Warren to call)
- Nancy breon for advice? (from Fred and Card)
- Laura Swell @ Pinchman?

Indonesian principal & staff. (after C reads scene)
- Entire Oct. to Eugene Sudel (St. line & story in Sources folder)

see Hyper about Seattle music scene during holidays? (or Nov. 30)
(clip in Mike's/home/tera/folder)

Fragment area:
- bridge (we wish piece in

Tim Appells & Whity: any means he can spell, all atmosphere?
Eric Lacitus?

Pat (Schweitzer) Ellis - 206-332-2091 (check April public school)

funkery kitchen: jack eterson / Judy Sanderman?
change Milton from W to Provost.

- was not give a reason for M & H's trip into minute
- I cd recognize Provost name from MeC fam. stories
  (some way x & M not have to be distinctly related)

change it to Rozier.

- mrs. name as a kid, Rozia - A

- Rozier, anyone not do zero (miss penciling instead of expected)

- a small lift for a person from "nortside", tips off a area when they met

- (first give up inside): you made a decision of you to write, but

- The ball went against the other view of the

- worn too fast from easy to taste. (I'm phlegmatic)

- Carson Valley, said my hair

- They are a lot of more folks about a Seattle

- broken never

- scoggins (dublin) (dublin)

- Torquioville vs Toeraville, same city

- (Seattle's) until far outside and all things

- she watched them a long while, wondering

- ready sand papering working from ship north to Sydney

- what do in caring

- a little much

- then need Shagagtival at. A change of gyrate in a world

- to that melody. you are M. the music, glasses

- if you could feel other for many, please

- in ignorance. (theor) it was the

- (as shot) please account my life. "tea's idles of that the". idles.

- M. does here in relocation (or experience)

- driver: it's great to connect

- will you type her appointment
(Mike)

(eve had thought it was paradise in hell [Dagda Ruim & Granns]
Ex) 1/4000 cards joining 4 'natural elements of man over fifty,'

including now a 'voyage aft' of very chip @ $ in man's

identity, 'copy station,'

intellects to have 'selected' out, born, what gives me such

(Ascolia & A. Times) scared, pung out of C. Guard (sound company)

I hoped it was another woman.

'reasoned' level (c-4 went, how, at love, on careless lift)

9:00 clock off of seagulls from L. Vernon: moose watch for M. 

'3:15' it was a kind of known in her, worse than she remembered: kind of

of her hands!

M (cute give up) (kids): You make a decision if you live right, but

yourself

the decision-agent has the own, life of it.

how to eat from here to there, (L's philosophy)

Euron Valley: end My Hair

This is a lot of time like a Seattle

Broken color

meat (decade) (well)

Lore: imagine

blue-steel

torqueville to Torquville, Arm story

(Gene's) limit for words at all kinds

She watched them a long while, summary

Judy Sandman wedding from ship canal to St. Luke.

What do we carry

happiness

I am that Shangri la, 1st score, in a world of men made

for that matter, project M. Her regular power

If you would pass eaten, be we up power

is inheritance - theme? (where: in here...

(Lake-steel) things around up life - 'Lord's' children of this 'Un's' children.

M: do here in meatpass (v.s. cytoplasm)

alaska: its greater Senators

rocking on his spongy

pool for love
more here (scene 3) to open & footnote
- offhand mention of Travis before Cayanne mention
probably combine M's last 2 scenes into one numbered one (2)
- some interior thought or here while he's on plane?
does here need another scene before Mitch gets to Cascadia?
- doesn't @ 200? (4x winter day? yo work 200)

instead some philosophical line in K's scene 0. constants of human condition
- clean & white lines (similar) of time - not (get home) great

change time modulation of opening scene
- here a lot scene in evening, sometime as M's walking
- as they're time sequences together while M is on plane; mention
what K is doing then

and now my copy of script of paper, always a bad sign; sense from not later want some of should (hunting anyway by feel that it should)
which topic up of true from will only
titles of interest - can lose, etc

the revolutionary one thought of how again (works, read in March)

changing being in world's of realist notions

- actually that in - have always liked trampolines
what we in mind the mind of (do you be doing?)

A crowd off a bit of the (Tommy?)

- trying to think of what to say that isn't aggressive one another
juvenile of youth (read in certain be)

term of memory correctly (what is) you wonder how life simples you what be nothing like that (just)

They had marked on them, through (Continued...?)
Slight pause.

He paused. Beyond the façade...

I suppose it's a shabby side of me. But...

long shots of dialogue seem from here: "Mitch,"

smoky-tar cigarettes (marijuana)

from this paradigm that.

"I know a little something about..."

Trapper, we, an 'em (offering up Steve Trapper, Pan Am dueller)

That was 'cause a (Seabees). That was our... ways of life..."

"Trapper!"

fullback position vanishing to '60s.

Steve: Rubble, source: or up after football.

Chapter 5 (w/ Bury)

Blue-blooded, Roxy Wm. Front/rear: lands (vantage) of time—oil/gas: plane of earth

wife (Steve Burns @ Alexandria)

catching cops in the white rooms... got a kick out of M's interloper

00 snub: snipe of

Xandria (not great up to Cascadia, huh...)

out of today: agent: act: M's head hurt.

pronouncements from: theme

he was carrying a sheet of paper, always a bad sign. seconds later

get both worst ends of deal (habit of saying by face that imitated

white guys: miners form into only

views of metal: cars, guns, airlines

also a MiG-21)

She swallowed a thought of him again (check: used in March,

human being in world's relentless creative,

murky that in time always find themselves on

What we in man's mind to... (do now be dead)

an insult off a bit of me: (nothing?)

... tried to think of what to say that was aggravate one another

juice of youth (used in earlier 62)

... vision of memory, carried on: used..."

You wonder how life simple you will be nothing like this. (used...)

They had manner on them, though. (used..."

expletives)
'Elevated feeling of being a horseback rider has memory, too. As they are absurd, no pantomimes of power are no joke.
LBJ: Better weird
Adapted an enough around of mature to own a ranch of a
few thousand head of sheep. (Ward in Spy, 1946, p.397)
Between tales of pain,
Did they talk of death? No, not in words.
Were they working on not saying about what we so plainly knew?
He used his days to
[ghost of his father's guidance in 1940s angling his index finger across his mouth or stepped fingers together on mouth
L: "See, it was a steady." (L to Lura?)
L: "That sounds up Ma. So - I - So.
[spun] come ladder for less.
By pm, "dream of power" (closing of time)
(when burned side)
significant fiber to go to Special Equivalut

I'm going to come everyday." (10:30 am)
Kern Nunn
- married name, Lura Nunn which had lashed long enough to get used to...
- which she had taken despite a wrong little from bad called don't
- sounded made up, nothing she not her made up for family
- we always & remember
- trunen of fire & Fireline Bridge
- what a death spread of a day
- part's nervous
- stored it up against him
- Night comes to such - painting on
(M's) idea of a good time war memories. Roadkill in Cold's Gym.
Gr. H. - They died, if they died. Died they all, to a man of 57.
Gr. "only express went" carved out to 3d decimal place.
On a morning too actively clear
L on The Hill

Wanna add
'Somebody's knocking. Shall I let him in?" (song)
A fire just wrapped. Dent pulled, but she clutched... well
It was his day to deal up the /Palmer and then break of pray /circumstances beyond our control
a dream which in time turned into a dizzy /He even said they would outdoors is that it's never right to play /
(Polly Pollin in Technique #1)

It was no shock off her spirit... (I watches hands - handler)
There was the open air.
She knew this going to have consequences /Palmer was to - Acan - Cancy she corrected herself /we're trying to hide a gain /if plate is full, she don't need any while meat on it. 
meat space

L to go to veterinarian school?
school kids: "Listen," hundered
M: "That did' take long..."
Zoo logy
old nothing @ .25 w/ hr

curvature

wrinkle

L o fresh meat garment: Food, edges. But she cooked a hip out.
M: My man. Bob... (Marshall)
quoted: I didn't eat it just too
too good a time
L: (to Seattle) "This week be back eating if somebody would worry I don't.
"Think back."
cattle - call (caption event)

quote
POOLS; signet: been; hafted Jocked up, huh?
Seattle's Jordan reputation
No poate, then,
Mr. B., Mr. Word,

Mr. Hardly,

Next launch of sailboats
Get Your Feet off the Dike Then/ Shut Up & Eat

Trixie's women alumni
Inches in (asc. 166f).

Get er' on up 'd. (I'd yo'self.)

I oon stared for min. oon.

People did- cast if it ca'n't a fire and now 3 then.

Pace' Rim 'memb'w/w.

I. So'krat's don't eat it (o enstill).

Pink Floyd three "hey 4 Peace" 4 a time of Peace Day.

Habit in a wonderful thin': in wutnd I'd never heard of it.

Sympathies still reminded her of Travi's 4 back life.

Looks are 4 quite a 4.

So 4 everything. They're a lot, though.

Dreams 'memb'

Why can't people trade parents?

The Blandy's came in was a sood (amount wodd).

Life 4 back 4 a joke.

What do you think.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Some great days. (Grenadian)

Above 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.

Good 4 back 4 a joke.
"Way cool." Beth, listen. You can hear it eating.

and a pretty sight

just a piece of ground (C. Coast)

Phil, "00," of kids, "00."

2 wildly up all to zoo phoning as the goes (catering crew)

"You stay w/ this"

It was like the cool, sepia. But first cut {

And it started then? (SH voice)

...he humps to be outside, M (disconnect @ zoo)

"Phil, what good work it do.

Letter round to Franita and say if they had a mouthful of a

...memorial in Tarrant area. My father had once accused him of Conspiring.

...spicing up: almanac

word this a more serious book than Baking."

"Sorry, do you think, Hay? In San..."

...said as if it happened every day,

some great divide, (generation)

Money talks, down to month, 6, small change side line.

Pharmaceutical deals. He was partly sure Sh. was reported (allegedly)

Then head was examined at.

Costello's —

Seattle — raw deal —

memorial (often small "Triumph"); Marshall, 1st Day, Stag's wildness letter

After we went.

Costopía
History; cross both magic & science

"I swanp"

quantum

silent combat (1 x M)

Travis: "I've got some days coming to say around."

A Cobain: "my team leader"

"The news - paranoid nauseous"

living had become an across obstetrical

Trenton's exception - Shayanne, of course -

dodging of bullets

E: Me², McC²

"Go fast."

Do we become what we joined at?

nothing: paper thin: dance of death: insert (magic) and be -

One + One = One other.

What we do to earth, earth due to us.

"What a rip off that."

Turn on -

skillfully, his hands in his hands a little.

ATL, we very long...

What it to you.

L. Sammanin: form sandwich

Hell, you call this a head up a aircraft noise, call you?

You find (not jungle, strange over them, particularly trusted)

so much said in government

adjusted to

(mehathed)

some collapsing man, his father

yet it had thought him happy.

have away again. called. no order all ever same, were. - they

Clean your / back entering

'won't all else come through

Very shortly
Those damned pawprints. Maybe belonging to
it was a side of T he had seen,
unlike Mitch's mood @ party?
L: did; knew how to not work
by itself much. "The admit to
beak built in each corner of Should to hold them in.
L & M both excepted
his daughter... nothing stone... grandma keeper... already year
M recognized U as a friend and of... world
L: "I never did, never wanted, don't pretend to, I won't..."
pipeline: act of revelation
at gate thought add to hell boy - time...
M (out his life): how did he get here from there?
She ed- even guess.
Travis, he noticed, had never asked to see piece, written
Travis: "Yeah, I ed-stand a trust from this, will take same comp
time out..."

Then we, well, gigantic plumbing.
a unique piece of work named Ridley W
- Mariah came to her season 0 R.

Into on a matchbox, was phrase that came to mind. (@ Valley)
"Even play football?" " Nah, I wasn't a jocky" (@ party)
She knew a thing (marine organism), from T's roommate, he hinted.
"Imagine" saying to hope off...

T: "You can see where that'd lead. (I practically pleaded)
Travis: coroner of dead wildlife.

"A R, front 0 r. Scott paper. He's getting back."
(FA) seemed to have hit it off.

Holiday was a confluence of money rather than marine branching
"I'm bloody out of shape.
If we somehow into her math too

"Mission of B'day? It is other, respond? Youth?"
X: "You're here... M. "Here n' there."

"I don't in error... Sinching my old man need to say. Amen, is all.
It was only bad luck - didn't, bad nothing - that she did have kids of known
I lay enough to eat here.
His wife had made him
The approval started & more too pleased.
They were always training (from Alaska town to another).
When Mitch TEMPEST-response & out of wife
"Whoose?" (hooting answer)
from-date chat
Pike sand was moved back to relative indifference
gallipot churn of bees (a poetic)
M. APPEAL-TIME into words
Time got away friends
(M) held expected to see Mr. S. H...
room-tempature (started off)
Mitch no longer behind playing
| course of year in year 1970 T
| shooting winter, mornings, sparrow cut we partly part of marital control
| crack, frame?

We know more in Helen. How all an applet
A place to stay where the main
They start to get a train, next end of town. Came way.
There friends left us about a week behind them when
"Travis loves it up here. A true Travis."
"No with."
To the line. There's been some give & take.
"You do" mean like will, don't you.
"I do" much like at least, spending, millions to go at it.
I'll know some of them when.

pipeline vs. a signpost (PLEASE TO PEOPLE)
Spelling it out, com
Spell it out, oo
The war angry lesson in this, living of this
From China to here.
As
 pipeline: oil trash of Alaska
party

Plays on a synth. Here? Can't even say.
- Charades or foos? (immediate a. page?)

But is it? In playing, in his computer? (like player piano)
- Who would know?

M: he felt a little chuggy (from exhaustion)
L noticed M having a suspiciously good time.

M: does mental be seen as his imaginary children
- can't stop writing now (in his head)

L: "That was different." (a party)

M's hair looked like fine quilts
Free now across at laundries. How sick state champion.

"He's free" "Gather down.
M (old rare): "This is worse than war."

Suggested Take All

He's in pull. A can take. But...

M's eyes bugged.

M murmurs muffled

"Taken a new turn."

L always had urge to put a party into shape.

- a natural of...

- a numb-admiration

"Elvin singing from death."  A: "What be name of Elvin is going on with?"

M felt scaley (w/ Chrysar)

Lara Lorraine (l. kitchen)

Get a girl. Thought M. I needed to listen.

Cynic (feet) 'tiger' Cynicman. 4: a kid, it is plane. It is Cynicman.

Nothing said in (oo. hla...

"Synthetic reality."

New group: Cynicman + Cynicman.

Doing books.

Authentic pot

"This it, for sure.

"Running out swim or you please."

Lovers hold. No. George field is only a hobby. Not sorry, either,
"I’ve tangled w/ everybody... You might as well be my self."

"stand-up generation: silicon banks"

"good news..." grinning "everybody liked you so much when you were coming out..."

"playful & predatory"

"take me out... (in soon-tagging scene)"

"just another kind..."

"compare "Bill Rod Thun""

"M singing world w/ "Rim, poetry Alexander, etc.""

"...L:党风政海 if she had it to do over, (as a teenager)"

"He and I, you each had a section of earth onto which he had devoted"

"Some people had it made"

"200 helped somehow"

"M & I can, I can, amused often you (explored it a lot)"

"Similarly, Consumers"

"..." atmosphere (atmosphere? P.75)"

"p.75 - change M’s read section to design of Mitch (tg. like Dean)"

"p.70 - Beale, Beatles, or David Hume:"

"old man, Skirrup, dead wars, Vesech, Hume:"

"Jenrey P. Jones, in Korea, + coffee, + dead & alive any place, each kind markedly"

"unsung but significant"

"Hearing, etc., Pete’s young that day"

"Mitch, Bing, did ever need to name the names, they had;
not all whom it Guerrero & young that day had;"

"then noticed, we must, the names, that they appeared on"

"the own high end of time, lyra &"

"let them borrow;"

"while, now, we counted any more honored men"
Mitch y Nam

He wasn't sure whether he simply did - \textit{trust} - (police actions) or \textit{set} - decep\textit{tion} team, but it came to the same.

pigeon warrior a\textit{vatility}

His father, who apparently had lived some of his life in Vietnam, of course was another matter. Whenever VN was joined

But Lyle Han's opinion on

VN was an apparent geographic, as it \textit{philosophy}. To

his son

VN was more or less, as he recently said.

What was VN, we believed, it was not
"Name of body (it's awareness within it.)"

Don't call it "cost" because that's what people do there.

"Vixen_

- Luke / T leukemia

- M last saw him 2 yrs ago. I had lunch then, did say it.

- Write from town anytime. Back write from it.

- Rakita notebooks in M's college class?

- Release up father image in poems? (M learns pottery craft)

- if one is weird, cut peppers so-so?

- Here visit in crazy Minn country: write anytime

- Ting. To write. Ms. Jast._

- March designing Web sites?

- cattle brands of computer screen icons?

- Lyle calling. Brooks for Web sites.

Today looks good. Going home to parents. Have fly ways of birds.

- Milton wonders. B. Jack/love to check

(M) knew his quit. W. Immune to parents, almost, death. Knew
it but died. "possibly believing it until now.

- "Knitting, fat. Do you have a joke when it comes along

tail?"

"Milton heard a good night idea, cut off the tail.

If you can deal w/ ya kids if you cook deal w/ ya parents,

who does that have? He decided to make a try on himself...

Lyle barely even really wore, words, of more exclamined that

a low roused words that genuine curing.

- Lyle across path w/ B or M? ("Nut_

Back there, came as scene setting, to get "smell of"

, maybe actual acting,

not the weather to it his time

an unusual, as they sleep in the clothes, anatomical

Not for 1st time in his life M took satisfaction in more involved

in a bad leave
Planning:

as of Apr 15 '97, 30,000 words

6 weeks to June 13: 12,000 "

6 weeks to Sept 1: 12,000

10 weeks to Xmas: 20,000

74,000 by year's end

Traps:

Central Oregon (4-20-83)

Alaska (Anchorage & Karmi, Valdez) - July 26 - Aug 2

Montana - Sept 11

Jackson Hole - Sept 13-16; Sharon, Dynak & Shandie

Ellensburg, Moses (af Rampai), Sept 17

Camaro

... must be turned in, then a new reature?

The things to work around:

joyners' dog

coaches' construction

typing/computing
Lyle of the Post

-9. From Sudden Fire
   - For Furnace, Fig. C, p. 308

were-planted? - in name of crew cannon into "vour leg" ("pick it, too").

- someone up there turned into Lyle's wall.

- Lyle demands that his ashes be spread "right where girl's eyes." (Phantom Woman Peck)

- Mitch does not know them from "vurtercats." (They're salt shakers)

- give them t'rip, for each of them, and yield.

- how's expertise on mould, who she can outdo Mariah

- Mariah's pick to miter "Bell Rock" (home site).

- Mitch an evident loot guarding and to Lyle.

does he even have a note in some book? (Mariah in touch w/her?)
give Lyle a post who he turned his back o a mtn career?

- screwed up as a CCC kid? ("_game didn't?")

do a list of what's in Lyle's dig room?
Euthenia for Lydia (Lucille Palmer) mother divorce Lydia (But why not) Mitch go w/ her
M:spam?
M: what's he going to do in Texas?
- Mr. corn tons; he's got Drug stores
- head to Texas or have 2 kids
- what kind of cow are you gonna buy? (Brown or Crockett?)
- rodeo for contractors but new polluters electric...
- this is the consequence #
- Convoy of McCoy' ranch place to show pet & donkeys
- llamas?
- Lisa's college gratis? llamas?
May 28

Lyle: mimics Eraser

first floor work

how they got job

M. wondered if I strapped a hang a kid on or Cat driving a typewriter

M. near Marshall's in clubs?

2 runs past Bow Mill on trail

Bentch mangled to Electric scene; some injury... (in a). 

-Lyle had wanted a laugh & wondered how a guy got a job like that, claiming pay for gathering trash and misc.

sails not climbable

Keta's on line

May 5

Fritz/daysheets scene

Lyle: "These things happen"

M. knew it didn't own to a bean hill

black ice claimed his mother

"No shop—nothing (nothing).

Lyle: "Don't want to bother you..."
Mr. aware of inadequacy of words he tries
Mr. Summarized by circumstances (Vlad) - want you to hope for how things become what they are
in gravity of obligation
causes of time (Bov. Marshall scene)

- Trail & regulation of body
- Heath of Bats Range & beyond: Arctic
B. Marshall: far, icy.
- Old country is America.

Lyle: "Just a damned minute."

Robert: "Proudly?"

Robert: "Distant Jimmy neighbor? (Lyle: Domestically)

Bonanza

Chasean: "See git: dinosaurs.

[illegible] wild helix (M wrote column o F in MT?)

Lyle: "Tell hera "Maury".

[illegible] worda: "We neva ed cast them to yall us whether it fell a back in yoa good.

O. Joie: "He's in court, as usual."

Mr. mother: a long line of MT women up przez Yo be mad at.

[illegible] (woman aid)

Media: "Are scars to show forever?"

I'm pretty well went up. (Lyle)

"Not shabby.

Fritz, Mannan from Nevada"

arquip, manifest a fatigue.

Mr. Lyle: "He's stage - managing (writing)

Lyle: "Dep. won't ya, father again."

"I'm awa over so many things."

Death is going to eat away for awhile.

"Meet anybody?" "Math anybody, you mean." (flying K's)

(airport passengers) why like they'd had those Yumans out of them.

a little people get sick."

[illegible]
Mariah, a Pud'kon, in spot news photo? (z a pic 46d una-Fuj-i 7p)

How much of hyde was eat?

Lea: "Put it out, son, open?" (a L d adie)

Several kinds of drugs fell on him. (Mitch)

Mariah: minus smaller stake

"Tower, you say. Mind if I tag along?"

Not shallow. (Lea says)

Lyle: (o husk and): "You can do a march, even duty, you know."

Mitch: Mariah both links P.B.I. 0.0. line.

Mariah sees: brand, computer, checked similarity

Mitch: "Let's get Matthew over here again."

- Blogging/Weeds, Com. baned $10,000 in its 17 uh...

- Fed by truck loads, packaging

M: "I do. Lyle, I've never tried one crossly ur any f ins my pocket."

Lyle: "See you next. implan't. I'm hot."

Lea: Mariah. What a y d go for m'p. p. groups."

Lyle, seeing himself: reading against things, stopping a way yo, oh.

(M) Half of heart about Paddy's

"Form when you were, if trueless said

(March M-L points: LISTENING)

A lot of, an they are: Lyle R, had: uniform (as a J ones f a ter)

'meth (Ph Wisses) come into in their years due;

God's things (garden/skilled)

pastel theory? (species profs of structure o. earth)

L: "But it's a good trial, not "money well"

"I am: change "not "traverse" Yo "00 yard", a bite on market for..."

"Who says so?"

Lyle heard MT 5 F and agent his house.

agent: The placed a: 00 (poured toward here

Brenda Paddy gave it: Mariah (in Galadelen sky)

Time off from a handing newpaper

"(M way Paddy comes) @ Santa Cita

M's Bob Marshall n lite soldiers include tallow of hyde) saying:

- have to make two fold{
TWS wrote culture on his bench? (More like he sold incident of party)
M on sounds, basketball, last evolves as football player
L's house as if attic craft den is taken over
- whole house was in attic

color for his pickup?
(Upstudies) died

Two zones following them (like, nagging... symptoms
include... disabilities, malnourishment... curses... heavy shadows

Time for Ex Files.
branches, syllables

ah, in... many past any thing was long forgotten
not worth your shed shit

more of...

in ways... took us pathetic

"No credit for trying, huh?"

Seamus quitter

Amaraji

"Thanks for staying tight." (Ironic)

mites half looks of time (memory)
like it's some place or weather?" (Lambent)

Ecology, history, literal night here (Divide)

"Everything: complicated. So why not... come on.

Maybe it's all been a flint city. (Wait)

scared, strangled out of...

Hamish's 25th reunion

nooks look a slight-like color (is) did' like

Lyke mixer if he wants to dominate them.

"Roll em Zig Zag, ladies"

*

He (Lyke) cd not believe it. Neither cd he doubt it,

at least it was as gone as... time of sudden-toothed thing.

Egg Milan, a geological dimple (is) deeply: undulation

Daddy Yaeking

cool

*

not inconsiderable buff; proprietary buff (chain imprint)

after Seattle, (TWS seemed...)
Mariah

Mariah not going back to Montana. job? or so called job to go back to photo job on farms.

- Eves' File (Travis & Riley)

- spend time w/ Arisae (ex-mother-in-law改 step-mother)

- might write with us both up.

- Lora's Mariah: needs some kind of plot to be in.

- M's with drop blank/ she's jealous of him. What is M trying to prove?

- that she can do a book? (Riley admits)

- change her pace of life from 'darkness of Montana?"

- "Lora, I've never put anything together..."

p. 140 - delay mention of M's book until p. 141

- M not sure she can/ will do anything that long/ that hard.

- must take more pics of Montana/ R. M's Event?

- wants to go where "it's empty"

- wants to shoot The Coast Divide country.

Lora's impulse on Montana - The Springs?

- Mariah - feels they're drawing apart?

- Lora had given Mariah unedited hell about getting book together w/ Riley.

- 's written, been right o f it.

- M had given Lora (a hard time) old splitting up w/ Travis, y'know, been wrong o f it.

- Travis says, "so..."

- Mariah's photography abroad terms?

- dear Mariah's photo style..."

- make it a running gag that Mariah doesn't have TWS.

- delayed time of again big/ doing to photograph."

- "Brand new car?"

- "iron Tumbleweed?"

- huge-sized moving photographer: Hey, Russ, get us a pic...

(""") M has an agent & an accountant now.
Summer places

* Monte diBLEDS' Camano cottage 7 call Bleds today
* Morrow's guest given 7 Tues.
  Chris Ball's Duckshusk house
  Wallin, Hansen San Juan house
  Ed Lestich's (place on Ore. coast?)
  Judy (friend's house?)

* Jim Scott - any Shaggit rentals? 7 Tues.

Montana

Boxman: ask Dorothy Brodsky, Mary Jane, Kate Malone
  aka
Whitefish: ask Ken, aka Duck Inn
Helena: Satmier's house
  aka
N. Pole: Valley's place

Helena: ask Judy & Fred Flanders
Big Fork: Paul Zarin, cardboard box (letter to Pam of MT State file)
Boxman: 9 qtr. Canoe & canoe canoe
  aka: Holland (fidelity) rented

Clyde's: Leffingwell's

Boxman: Paul Wylie

Kashville: Mary Ann, condo

Wyoming

Sharon Dya, UConn

Helen no motion - 00
Typical.

Dame Yarville said (of M's mother)

"Was just... everything. Old's trouble w/ b."

Same was Vincent's country, too.

- paint in Vincent country too

L. (Braunfeld) a wheel anyser.

Philly even, "Why?" 'Cause.

M held as if in a trance going back to the S.

... trying to convince people they really do have. 1-Step Ethily us -

Montana's long-legged miles (used in Buckley)

Red-haired Bill Bonano as green as grass, (Marten of here)

Chair out of 80's under r. write ur an ioy travel.

Lyke calls attention to his language & nrot cutting

Something used wit his mother off.

Savvy, who had 'Pittsburgh?' (Blatdodge distant ship)

Blue-blooded clan (McCaffrey)

Morgan in cancerous cancer.

She (here) knew him was a fly OD enough to argue w/ itself

If he let hit it.

Some Creek... before it wandered on & joined Teton (C-1m.)

gem peaks, pem. Taconic peaks.

Marry stays w/ Lyke.

Other farms durnt come long for him.

"We do... want to turn into people who - " Miltie Baxter

- what, finish each other's sentences? [eh w/ Marisch]

"rare edges of past.

A remembered how much he'd fated 30thng. I then watched in pain...

How we have - M internal narration @ his fitter's place.

00 cd take them or leave them, prayly leave them.

Marry me sometime.

00 parsed this.
Lyle's WWII form to doctors: pilgrim
"Go work on those magnates, boy, " (summarized his view)

"Then we met a patient here, (in one situation)
I tried to puzzle w/this

At Mariah's arrival before Mitra: X - 1977 (more natural peace)

Lyle: "You know, missing rounds?"

Mariah: "pic: NZ \\
milr

Mitra: "Good God, not one going to be in the motion,"

"Tough @ Sea Too again, following... traveled by... "traveling after...

"I'm not just worried about the rich not doing..."

one's father tended... with... scolding... terrain for their purposes.

Lyle: "head went (back of pool? up & down?)"

When do we say clearly... become what we are (for... rest of our natural life)

"Twilight of pygmyed (instead of god)

"Don't give me that."

"You're walking all on money." (Lyle to her in old blonde)

embarrassed of...

not uncommonly

common (dog)

Lyle's recently uncomfortable attitude to Mitra's high school & ball success

Mitra's (Mariah's) (very) lack of sympathy of...

A X/Herin - last minutes of here & Mariah, renewed old

Mariah: gave camera bag to Keena

focus present

"Lyle has... old McCooch's Prod? - OK want to buy it." (Mariah to Mariah)

Mariah gave Keena old bonded camera bag,... change for more to Keena

"A Keena: 'She's a case.'"
Wed. July 9

Man: "Brought you stuff. Your old Nervine conglomeration was the hit.

Colt 45 "Don't touch it in case."

Mom: (softed up, merely suspender)

"Oh, oh, too. He was SO, a' he?"

Lady: "M. T.دق, whereabouts?"

Man: "Umm. One of those.

Man never gave less a bad time a bug Travis, but did for drug ad

Lady: a minibusk: career built on a golden dream.

Man: "You're getting awful."

Join: "Don't seem to have any luck (Maybe it will when I have boys)"

Man: "Why don't you come back for a while?

Man arrived like a cavalry charge.

Cook: "The rest nothing like it; it's nice. A reunion wrapped heavy meal in

chocolate ice cream cake, ice box cake, lemon, etc. etc. and:

jello salad & roll with m'malows / Cool Whip

"Brown." "I had a great role model."

Always arrived (every) like a cavalry charge

Lady: "No guy around to please or a moment."

Mariah: "What's latest on Debbie & Leona?"

"That wedding."

I realize Maria is lonely. (In quelle she looks a little lost)

- asks her to stay as long as M is gone. "She'll not too shabby."

- M's work is her make (matched in life to her work)

- M's in a tuck up @ Leness.

I paint up peek, holding 1 like thumb of prego (like) needle.

I: They had' each much of each other, yet who' bade half of or that" (read)

sucker is wonderful, X A wish to Christ it's never been invented

"You get it, brave.

"My, you're noty. "I had a great role model.

"Going to miss Mem & C. you think?"

Mariah wants L's scene to come in pic.

Their mother's marriage yo, all people, M's on another in-laws

W had told her... score on life...

"present flyer"

"Some of us worse than other."
J.

I.

W.

J.

I.

M always animal anyway like a rau edge.

CHANGE CALL.

Joel-Whip - Cowt Whip.

more "how's doing to go" to p.144.

Me we like it remembering to be human?"

M needing company.

Great. I knew you'd be doing it already.

improve M's 6th project.

transition needed.

extra processing mon to end of vol p.220-1

M rule discovered he was picking up frame. (point push)

May-ecraps possiblly move to mid - p.154. Because seems.

May - ecrazier 7 months, wage earners of W.

-B: have all term (scenery)

more "be own choice." To later p.175 p.179.

dialogue needed.

on click OK?

phone message.

LyS-Mitch dialogue; move R'm catching magpie to here.

transition needed.
p.195  move "van"? from 196; expand: Fitech's wife (from high memory pitch of view; Mita on car ride?)

p.196 1st Mt's arrival in TWS
- insert Marish into narrative

p.201  expand 4 find transition

p.202  smoother scene of high alone, dig into WWII

p.207 215? Are needed to lead to Mtch in machine shop?
- o move 215+ to p.195+? after finding new scene

Mitaru finds the c's a difference into his generation
offspring: lifetime offspring (share in view)

Mitaru the boy to read from (create)

don't"...to read from (create)

The boy Tenzan's wife (plan: Mtch's vision in plan)

Mitaru: words with meaning

Everything of his own; stay

staff he's just familiar with

united, unifying in his view

Takada for portrayal in future (show)

united writing had to be an act of its own, this weekend (?)

"united" concept

Mitaru: "impatience. Here a ground due!"

united" concept
Sam, whenever what a role model you are (for me to keep up with)

"It's all in my name, too."

"I had time for a cup of coffee.

Remember our date?

"Can we go primitive, a minute ... (i.e., off the beaten)

Pathological: a top-notch doctor ...

Autumn, a windshield wiper in the rain ...

"I never wanted to take any of this on."

Barry Bonds, Enterprise Design and a Harry 89 ...

V-J Day: I sent 50 to Triumphant small

New to get it.

cold hybrid "... Older men: "time."

Memorial: MacArthur home page: V-J Day

Miller feels like a draftee into his generation

Software: We know a future (idea of time)

Miller: He knew he was (very) good at (showing love for Lula)

"Sons of Hyde R wants to deal w/ yet

a game that all but suffused her hair w/ its juice

The man Troubled. (Hyde: "I'm around him a place")

Town words were never.

Everybody in his mother's day ...

"What was he going to do with "in"

Fed up for packages in from Lula

"He used ... had suffused over top of its curve like acid ...

What manner (inward)

(As we waited) Mannen: Shooting match stuff (Standing in mud, wind, rain)

Miller: "Anybody else have a ground deal?"

Wot this cheating?

Mannen hasn't figured: "M tells himself to stop this at her
I commenced to think (you weren't coming)
plaw or delays us (a bit sad)
hep tin memory of Tom, let's say.
- Mutual aid remember they (Tom's physical approach)
Mrs. Tom, he could recall us finally face.
less on trail! Her bootsteps...
... in his Tense Marshall's

Sheena's sense of 'other' books, gnaws, is unimportant knowing it
specifically him, Millon-trail.
slower than diamond-cutting.
What a cute model you are. (Lisa to Marian)
Blow it off!
'Just like I ain't standing up to steamroller.'
'Kind of tough, aren't you,' he said mildly, 'Your mother said yes.'
'Handsome of age (Lyke)
Stone face of a woman

dubiect of everything over horizon
satted up his sweat

(Cont'd) not life for him; pondering 'memels to endure them, not 6
peasant

'tall field - fight escape route

Lyke's life a museum of failure schemes; Mitch's a wing,

medical reform

Me /주택부

What (goatbe) I want tomorrow

(Mitch) knows that chapter of his life not separably of each other.
(00 was) prime facile decent
I've got to work it over.

a basis that we have neglected longer on a seismograph.
Mitch col kik at (Lyke) wish a reporter's eye, see '00 thr.
's it made no diff're.

'If feel like I can tell you anything, pretty much.'
(Lyke) It was of those thoughts that came out of nowhere.
I'm ever going by (00) in a bay.
Mon.

start them into minis
large case maps
hitting print tasks

Mariah s developing pie of two cutting (sherries w/ Angostura wagon trip)


Tue.

Lyde & Mariah in house?

Lyde's ball book to M. Gunnar, in his bathroom of a Web TV


Wed.


Thu.

Mire in bed at evening

"Which one has approval for it?"

Mariah, oats, milk, - love, love

bath of alpha mites


Fri.

"amazing photo, coming in the", 
good of the weekend, year

Easter, world living, spend one, from here

Lyde, changes

Lyde, thought

"I wished I could travel"
Marina to photograph Lyle's dying?
- stalactitic (Fagi yue) - ran to say 'paper back.'
- Lyle Harris what Merton can and pay - nothing, but if you hire him
- 'botticino' in Mitch's cabinet, high @ notebook
- Mitch: second-string stranger

Lyle pointed.

- miffed (w. r. nick.)

She: 'Along about housewife; see...

Mrs. book - ranger

Last of Lyle. was dead.

Tall islands

deskside: seeing around of desk thinking
again in album on train.

With one of it (Mitch's longboard) down road. (God day's an album)

Marina's pic - kaleidoscope

Eliot the little waiter ranger man

Two are nine circling whit garbage tonight.

Two had saved his hide. (Again)

Black costing

wanted her known

is camera loves him, for like his.

"Lester or?"

Marina put up a cautioning hand.

d headed back over to garbanzos.

"Marina, never mind." Lena warned.

with of algae males

Those rains just hit the

can they smell 'springs & supper club.'

What will ever be yelling himself. It was (officials of what kind)

"moving ghost: moving, in the.

Ghost of ten Alaska years

Seattle was (a long drive) from here...

big haircut (death)

Lyle 

He once owned. casts in a mile (Mitch walked it after urban day)

"I walked it among times."
Mitch: "If I met him (Lyle) @ a party I would like him."
- You do - meet him..." (or it takes place where you'd...)
Sue's going to horizon (from "Building Bench") (see Bench)
Curt: them of Lyle date: Cadle - Tim...
New Burma landing: it had ended there...
- But then the war... petrol
Bought up (on - Web TV)
Train: Medal
"Hours Early Operations"
Mitch: 00 coach was dead...

Freight back a smile
He had checked up on surprise a few times @ 1st, but soon
he was going a matter of stating an 'drop dead' len.
Mitch: 1/16 ths @ Seattle...
- had luck w/ woman; lost time to them...

dt: Months I see plan for 'thing early in Oct.
Man and accompanying for (pic topics)
date
Lase was call phone to Lyle in house for meeting woman's hot tub
Lena

use her foldie voice as a narrative strategy
does she see world as muddled?

in she too gentle? (cf. herself, time to Hitch/lye, concern for)

she becomes blotchy (lye, Manick)

* We take you now to: tender of brown soldier

quiz a trail not sure if she's 1 person or 2

Manick's 2nd army/monter

Manick: "come on, m, forgive us our press passes."

When do we launder into ourselves (our looking selves)

Hitch me

He'd played by rules

of as a result been run over by his father.

it's all sedimentary (people walk into word they are)

Manick: you bet ye bloody,

obstructed
center of gravity
3. Have a feeling to beauty. ed repeat in later ch.
4. "is scene: later repeat? (Lytle notices them?)
5. power to... turn men's minds into Silly Putty?
7. cut "cd be quiet a night?"
8. adv. on "squinted at"?
9. has said: "Now about you do it"
10. gain instead of catch?
11. $2.35 coffee. too dear a price?
12. improve "alarm of died?"
13. - VICTORS instead of USE?
14. cut "he what?"
15. "valuable"
16. "similar"
17. cut a big unlit? (too big for that.) on second page.
18. Logans: lesson or school players? (and Folk)
19. cheap-dish pizza
20. change computer riches. Yo *teacher* will riches?
22. change "her? Yo "doesn't.""
23. Bot country with; OK - "we wasn't"?-B "we wasn't"
24. change "and it..." to "Hey, that's okay.
25. "..." to "tough time." "Oh, when we'd stand..."
..."
26. - 2 ymca.
27. gathering of young
28. meant "teacher talks" 1-2 when.
29. - 3 sixpence
30. change "Coo Bay?"
31. hub
32. "he..."
MS received Dec 5 '97 - The Springs
137 - 4 digits on Mt. Hit
138 - important Marsha described and (always arr.: lod. with car. exp)
139 - Travis Territory: A tender over this social despair
143 - Marsha "go back to"
147 - replace called
153 - 4 years

- computer in May pp: Marsha's mind w/ account of what she's just seen
148 - Marsha's book: OK signatures
149 - need Mt. size, ed. sights
150 - transition needed to lighthouse material
152 - was on kitchen place
153 - better conclusion: wound &tara
154 - used a description of: entry into town, interior dialogue needed
155 - mapping; sections all uncertain
156 - change: Brian's cleaning his study
157 - change to: "This was family" (probably not)

? 152 - improve "picnic o culture"
158 - 16 & 17 yr. old.
159 - & after (for age) probably not
163 - change: "not the head wet spin"
167 - Lyra (I thought was a hall wired...)
169 - 7 more smoother
- after "Two Men" "Well."
- Cant Divide
- They fall: N & Bryce
- hot sauce: tip on top of outs
165 - aren't. ain't? probably not
169 - 30. 50? 60? 3 stories? 45 No, they are
170 - ending small No: Marshall smaller
254 - cut "like oldaguement"
311 - hub: know
251 - like one frame: intensity
271 - can needed on camera
272 - change to: "break my heart somet.," she wanted... y
254 - emergency OK?
255 - want Lara yf & visit: DO: L-M sleep over staying Marsha?
"all 3" """
Springs MS spread, p. 2

287 = Kyle went in OK

289 = Knew brew: change or cut?

292 = clear how Mitch & Mari are getting along

296 = he respects her work, but is still turned off

298 = actually "Do you a part?" - Pretty please

302 = town of R. Tavola

305 = change of Ng's "I hate this" to "I'm just not me inside?"

308 = To - reasons: specify energy out again

310 = Actually be noticed (her earnings) wondered what

313 = "Mitch"

316 = need anything explicit or explained

318 = football/ Goddard

320 = beginnings for ORC for Adele

322 = & his father

324 = "horning OK w/ "rhythm" > Turning ... hardly up to.

Marian's book:

Had it happen over & over

This is how M has been since, what, 15, ever will be

Cold courting

crushing

crystallizing


Are guided by "contours of her mind,

Museum of Rockies scene?

firstborn sister

can taste it ... get a taste of...
M5 re-read, Dec. 29, 1977

1. The Coast slightly longer type?
5. 40-yr old drunk in terms of C
   - asked: "as far back as in high school, drunk, or just always going to date"
5. Marish: To breathe fog on men's minds
2. more often "head outside" "it's thing o' mine."
76. Love pull on morning pack?
92. want here story of man staring in slip bag (after "man kindling")
   - spent $ at a time in a slip bag, the Once.
1. more dialogue?
163: dialogue for Lyd (or maybe Adal) needed to quickly chase a
   - if Lyd: X crack
   - facts: name, name, I assume?
254: Mitch wonders if M is some kind of genius or idiot savant
   - include visual of Lyd.